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"Giant &crometeorites are the largest interplanetary particles that enter the 
atmosphere without melting. The relative frequency of spherical versus irregular 
extraterrestrial particles found in Antarctic ice indicates that the typical 100pm 
extraterrestrial particle that lands on the Earth's surface is unmelted although significantly 
larger particles are usually spherical melted and resolidified material. In addition to 
size, atmospheric melting also depends on the angle and velocity of entry as well as 
"melting point". Giant mi.crometeorites are too rare to be collected from the atmosphere 
in significant numbers but large numbers of the particles have recently been collected from 
100 tons of blue ice near Cap Prudhomme Antarctica (1). Giant micrometeorites have 
aisn been recovered from deep sea sediments (2) and Greenland ice (3) but particles from 
these sites are relatively weathered and cannot be considered to be representative because 
of selection effects during extraction from host sediments. The giant micrometeorites from 
Cap Prudhomme do not appear t a  be altered by weathering. They are found in such high 
concestr&ion,in, particulates separated from ice that unmelted extraterrestrial particles in 
the 50-100pm size range can be directly hand picked without using magnetic or mechanical 
separation techniques. , 

The giant Antarctic particles provide the first opportunity to study representative 
unrnelted samples of microgram meteoroids. This is an important size because it is very 
close to  the size of particles that arb observed as radar meteors and it is also near the 
size that dominates the bulk of the mass of meteoritic material annually accreted by 
the Earth. Microgram particles are also a thousand times more massive than the typical 
stratospheric rhicrometeorites and accordingly they open up new analytical possibilities for 
IDP analysis. Their Poynting-R~bertson lifetimes are ten times that of 10pm stratospheric 
rgicrometeorites and it is likely that the major parent bodies of the two size ranges are 
not the same. This is particularly true for comet sources because interplanetary lifetimes 
of giant IDPs are longer than thc acbive lifetimes of individual short period comets. It is 
agtiapated that the giant particles should contain both asteroidal and cometary members. 
The maximum atmospheric ram pressure experienced by 100pm particles is less than the 
observed crushing strength of particles in cometary meteor streams and at least some 
cometary meteoroids in this size range should survive entry without fragmentation. There 
will be, however, a velocity selection effect for large unmelted particles that favors particles 
entering the atmosphere with low velocity. 

We have examined several hundred giant micrometeorites to determine if they are 
related to established classes of chondrites and interplanetary dust. Some particles are 
dominated by a single or a few large mineral grains but the ones we will concentrate on 
here are fine grained materials that have approximately chondritic elemental abundances. 

-They are composed of submicron "matrixn and minor quantities of micron and larger 
grains, usually forsterite and enstatite. Although the particles are irregular and clearly 
not heated above Iiquidus temperatures, it is likely that many were heated near or above 
solidus temperatures. To assist- iri separating intrinsic properties from heating effects, we 
have established a six point grading scale. The least altered particles contain sulfides, they 
do not have magnetite rims, rounded vesicles or obvious recrystallized phases. 

Probe analysis of whole particles shows that typical "chondriticn particles are depleted 
in S and Ni by a factor of three or more relative to CI abundances. The S loss is at least 
partly -due to heating although the Ni loss in unmelted particles is a mystery. Similar 
depletion in melt spheres is usually attributed to the formation and loss of metal droplets. 
Some of the the S "depletion" could be intrinsic to the material. The typical S abundance in 
CI matrix is also "depleted" (4) because it is has been redistributed and partly concentrated 
into veins. A significant bulk composition effect in the giant micrometeorites is a factor of 
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two mean depletion of Ca/Si relative to CI bulk composition. Many particles show much 
larger Ca/Si depletions. Calcium is an important diagnostic element for distinguishing 
meteoritic materials that have been processed by aqueous alteration. It is the most depleted 
element observed in CI and CM matrix. McSween and Richardson (4) report Ca/Si matrix 
depletions relative to bulk of factors of 2.5 and 7 respectively for CI and CM. The Ca/Si 
ratio is also systematically depleted in the hydrated classes of stratospheric interplanetary 
dust thought to be of asteroidal origin (5) but it is not systematically depleted in the 
anhydrous classes of interplanetary dust that appear to be of cometary origin. We 
believe that the Ca/Si depletion in the typical giant micrometeorite is preterrestrial and 
indicative of aqueous alteration and an asteroidal origin for a significant fraction of the 
giant micrometeorites. Several of the low Ca/Si particles contain framboidal magnetite and 
textural features indicating a strong resemblance to CI or CM matrix or similar material 
that has been modified by aqueous alteration. A few of the particles appear to resemble 
anhydrous micrometeorites collected in the stratosphere and, like this class of IDPs, they 
are rnicroporous. 

If we have correctly identified 100pm asteroidal particles at the Earth then the 
Poynting-Robertson spiral times of these particles from the asteroid belt must be shorter 
than the destruction time scale due to catastrophic collisions. 
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